Dear Sir,

SITES AND POLICIES DEVELOPMENT PLAN (Known as Stage 3)

Thank you for your letter of 16th January, 2013. I wish to make the following comments on the draft Sites and Policies Development Plan Document and draft Policies Map Stage 3 in our consultation January 2013.

1) Site Proposal 15 West Barnes Library p475

Use suggested organisations

Delete “maintained” and insert “retained” to be in line with wording in respect of Site Proposal 16 Wimbledon Library p537.

This was requested in my letter of 21st March, 2012 in response to the stage 2 public consultation in January 2012. An undertaking was given by Tara Butler at the committee meeting of the Friends of West Barnes Library held on 13th February, 2012 that this amendment would be made to Site Proposal 15.

2) Proposed Designated Industrial Areas Map A-6 p213

With reference to the three sites in Beverley Way/ Buntingwood Road I agree the proposed change from a “strategic industrial location” to a “locally significant industrial area” subject to adoption in future revisions of the London Plan.
3) Sites and Policies

Transport Proposals P136

A.1.2. Rail/Tube Improvements

To take into account recent announcements -

04 TV delete "Chelsea Hacket Line Site Location" and
insert "Wimbledon Tottenham Hale"

delete "Proposed use of District Line Track (en route
of District Line) to Parsons Green" and insert "new rail/
underground line via Tooting/Clapham Junction to
provide enhanced capacity from Wimbledon"

05 TV delete & proposed use "Chelsea-Hacket Line" and
insert "Wimbledon - Tottenham Hale"

Transport Proposals Maps P215 a P217

Rail/Tube Improvements 04 TV delete "Chelsea Hacket Line
and insert "Wimbledon - Tottenham Hale Line (Crossrail 2)

4) Open Space Proposals P144

B.4.2. All other Open Spaces

P105 Malden Golf Course, Traps Lane, New Malden
delete "Troops" & insert "Traps"

Please keep me informed of any developments.

Yours faithfully,

J. M. Nicholson

J. J. Nicholson